HSA Newsletter, Fall 2020

HSA News & Notes
ASEEES Virtual Convention, November 5-8, 14-15
The annual convention of the Association for Slavic,
East European, and Eurasian Studies (ASEEES) will
address the theme of Anxiety and Rebellion. As
always, the annual meeting of the HSA will take place
“at” the convention (see immediately below). This
issue of the newsletter features a list of panels
relevant to Hungarian studies on pages 2-3.
Additional information about the convention,
including a full program, can be found here.
Hungarian Studies Association Annual Meeting
A meeting and reception of HSA will take place
during the ASEEES convention on Friday, November 6,
6:30 to 8:30 pm in Virtual Convention Platform, Room
21. Come and meet fellow scholars engaged in
Hungarian studies. This is an excellent opportunity to
network, socialize, share news, and learn about
publication opportunities. Given the virtual format,
the reception will proceed on a BYOB/F basis. We
look forward to seeing you there!
HSA Membership Dues
It is once again possible to pay HSA membership dues
on our website, https://hungstudiesassoc.com/. If you
have not yet paid your dues for 2020, please do so
ASAP so you will be in good standing! If you prefer to
mail a check, send to:
Jeff Pennington
1599 Hays Street #303
San Leandro, CA 94577
USA

Member publications: The spring newsletter will
feature a list of books, articles, and other significant
scholarly output by members that appeared in
2020. To have yours included, email a full citation in
Chicago style to HungStudiesAssoc@gmail.com. No
book reviews, please.
Summer Hungarian Classes at Indiana University:
The Indiana University Language Workshop will offer
intensive first-year Hungarian in Summer 2021.
Generous funding for students, both undergraduate
and graduate, as well as scholars and professionals
is available in the form of FLAS, Title VIII, and other
scholarships/fellowships. Priority admission and
scholarship application deadline is January 29,
followed by rolling admissions from February 1 to
May 7. More information and application materials
at: IUSUMMERHUNGARIAN.
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Selected Panels Relevant to Hungarian
Studies at the 2020 ASEEES Convention
Full convention program with more information about panels and individual papers is available at:
https://www.aseees.org/convention/program

Thursday, November 5

“Reassessing Civil Society and Civic Activism”
12:00 to 1:30pm, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 21
“Fear
and Loathing
in Europe:
How University
Anxiety andofAnger
Have Shaped Central and Eastern European Politics”
by
Arpad
von Klimo,
Catholic
America
4:00 to 5:30pm, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 17
“Learn How to Relax!: Productive Leisure in Socialist and Post-Socialist Societies”
4:00 to 5:30pm, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 5

Friday, November 6

“Cities between History and Memory in post-1989 Central Europe: The Example of Budapest, Košice, and
Western Romania”
8:00 to 9:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 11
“Terror, Trauma, and Memory: The Short and Long-Term Consequences of the Civil War in Hungary, 1918-1921”
8:00 to 9:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 22
“Decolonizing East European Studies: Confronting Politicized Narratives”
8:00 to 9:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 18
“Gender Anxieties and (Counter)rebellions in Central Europe”
8:00 to 9:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 20
“Cold War Archives: Sources, Silences, Interpretations, and Ethics”
8:00 to 9:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 24
“Hungary, (anti)Colonialism, and the Global Cold War”
10:00 to 11:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 27
“We the People: Political Myths and Economic Realities I”
10:00 to 11:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 10
“A Hundred Years of Anxiety and Radicalization: War, Racism, and Fascism in in Eastern Europe”
12:00 to 1:30pm, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 4

“Vivamus porta
est sed est.”

Saturday, November 7

“We the People: Political Myths and Economic Realities II”
8:00 to 9:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 5
“Taming the Waters: The Politics and Impact of River Management in the Danube Basin since the Eighteenth
Century”
8:00 to 9:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 19
“Béla Balázs and the Crises of Modernism”
12:00 to 1:30pm, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 1
“(Post-Communist) Authoritarian Politics in Russia and Hungary: New Perspectives”
2:00 to 3:30pm, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 20
“Remapping Anxieties: Transnational Flows in Recent Media, Film, and Art”
4:00 to 5:30pm, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 10

Sunday, November 8

“Anxiety of In-betweenness in 20th–21st Century Slavic Literatures”
10:00 to 11:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 20
“Interwar Veterans”
10:00 to 11:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 22
“Minority Modeling and Model Minorities: Making State Socialism in the Postwar”
12:00 to 1:30pm, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 19
“Minority Modeling and Model Minorities: Making State Socialism in the Postwar”
12:00 to 1:30pm, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 19
2
“Sport Associations in Mixed and Contested Lands of Former Empires: The Case of Interwar Rijeka, Oradea,
Sudetenland, and Thesaloniki”

Selected Panels Relevant to Hungarian Studies
at the 2020 ASEEES Convention (continued)
Full convention program with more information about panels and individual papers is available at:
https://www.aseees.org/convention/program

“Sport Associations in Mixed and Contested Lands of Former Empires: The Case of Interwar Rijeka, Oradea,
Sudetenland, and Thesaloniki”
12:00 to 1:30pm, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 15
“Alternative Ideas of Europe”
12:00 to 1:30pm, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 7
“Feared "Mobilities": Policy, Discourse, and Experience of Migration in Twentieth Century East-Central Europe”
12:00 to 1:30pm, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 24
“Performing Perversity as History”
2:00 to 3:30pm, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 10

Saturday,November 14

“Cinematic Representations of Queerness”
8:00 to 9:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 5
“Shifting Relationships and Allegiances at Home and Abroad: Czechoslovakia and Hungary”
8:00 to 9:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 13
"New Handbooks of (South) Eastern European History"
8:00 to 9:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 15
“A Decade of Slovenian Anxiety: (1918–1929)”
10:00 to 11:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 4

Sunday,November 15

“Anxiety and Fatigue in East-Central Europe, 1989–2019: Neoliberalism, Populism, and the New Politics of National
Identity”
8:00 to 9:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 2
“From East to West: Discursive Spaces in Central Europe during the 1970s and 1980s”
10:00 to 11:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 23
“Nationalism and Anxiety: Romanian and Hungarian Case Studies”
10:00 to 11:30am, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 21
“Rebellion against the Monoglot Standard”
12:00 to 1:30pm, Virtual Convention Platform, Room 1

Jelavich Book Prize for R. Chris Davis
Warmest congratulations to HSA member R. Chris Davis, Professor of History at Lone Star College-Kingwood
(Houston, TX) on his selection as recipient of the 2020 ASEEES Barbara Jelavich Book Prize for a distinguished
monograph published on any aspect of Southeast European or Habsburg studies since 1600, or nineteenth- and
twentieth-century Ottoman or Russian diplomatic history. His award-winning book, Hungarian Religion, Romanian
Blood (University of Wisconsin Press, 2019), is an examination of the Moldavian Csangos, a Hungarian- and
Romanian-speaking community of Roman Catholics in eastern Romania, and their resistance to deportation on the
part of both the Romanian and Hungarian governments during World War II. It provides “fresh insight to debates
about ethnic allegiances, the roles of science and religion in shaping identity, and minority politics past and
present.” Reflecting on the award, Chris remarks that he is “all the happier that a Hungarian (and Romanian) topic
was able to poke its head above the usual pool of Slavic/Russian/Soviet-themed books for a change.” His firsthand
experience of Hungary and Hungarian culture includes a Fulbright year in Budapest (2006-07) and service as a
teacher at a Hungarian-language high school in Sepsiszentgyörgy, Transylvania while in the Peace Corps in
Romania (2000-2002).
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On Sports History and Much, Much More: An
Interview with Johanna Mellis, Ursinus College
HSA member Johanna Mellis is Assistant Professor of World History at Ursinus College and co-host of the critical
sport podcast The End of Sport. Her research interests include Central-Eastern Europe, World/Global history, Sport
history, Oral history and Memory Studies, and increasingly the history of colonialism and migration. While an
undergraduate history major at the College of Charleston, she competed as a Division I swimmer. Her graduate
studies in history took place at the University of Florida, where she completed
the MA and PhD in 2012 and 2018 respectively. During her graduate studies, she
also coached club swimming.
What is your research about, and what drew you to the topic?
My research focuses on sport during the Cold War by analyzing socialist
Hungary’s interactions within the international sport community. My bookmanuscript-in-progress, tentatively titled, Changing the Global Game:
Hungarian Athletes and International Sport during the Cold War explores how
Hungarian athletes shaped the colonialist sport world from 1948-1989. Hungary’s
impressive sport history and geopolitical status—it became the third-strongest
world sport power under Stalinism and later served as one of the International
Olympic Committee’s (IOC) intermediaries with other Communist countries—
make its sport community a compelling case to study Cold War international
culture and cooperation. To demonstrate the local-global flow of influence, the
project triangulates oral histories from athletes to state and IOC materials to
examine the motivations and evolving relationships between Hungarian
athletes and Communist sport leaders on the one hand, and Communist sport
leaders and the IOC on the other. It argues that after the 1956 Revolution and mass defection of over 300
Hungarian athletes to the West, Hungarian athletes, state sport leaders, and the IOC increasingly engaged in
sporting cooperation in order to achieve their respective aims of improved standards of living, gold medals, and
institutional stability. This history moreover demonstrates how supposedly anti-imperialist Communist countries
actively reinforced Western colonialism, namely by strengthening the IOC’s infamously discriminatory Amateur
Rule in international sport.
I love hearing how people became interested in their work, and am always happy to answer this question!
I initially wanted to study Hungary’s post-Holocaust Jewish community after reading Imre Kertész’s Fatelessness as
an undergrad. I started my Master’s at UF and began learning Hungarian through FLAS scholarships and with the
help of HSA member Edit Nagy. Under the direction of Alice Freifeld, my Master’s thesis focused on postwar
property restitution and de-Nazification in Budapest. Though I thoroughly enjoyed the topic, Alice always wants
her students to pursue topics about which they are passionate. She suggested that I look into sports, knowing my
swimming background, and handed me Robert Edelman’s Spartak Moscow. I did not know that Sport History was
a field and was immediately hooked. It was the jumping-off point that I needed.
Once I started finding out about the field and researching Hungarian sport history—with the generous help
of Edit, as well as Emese Ivan, another HSA member—I gradually put my research project together. I did not set
out to do an international history, and for a long time I just focused on Hungary. I completely lucked out with my
first interviews, thanks wholly to Edit and Emese. The interviews were incredibly rich and unique, both with lots of
stories that I remember vividly today—including one with a former high-ranking Communist sport official who
wagged his finger at me for my ‘naïve American question,’ which was indeed naïve. When I was a young
swimmer, I was always hungry to learn about the personal stories of my athlete heroes (setting the stage for my
love of interviews I think). The project gradually broadened in scope thanks to the generous advice of several
sport historians and grants to Hungary and Switzerland, especially to check out the IOC archive. Though my
interests have expanded beyond Hungary, I believe that situating Hungary within an international framework
during the Cold War further demonstrates the role of the nation within world history, and thus to the field.
What kinds of challenges have you faced as a scholar?
Though it has been an incredible project (and still is) there have been a fair number of obstacles along

On Sports History and Much, Much More: An
Interview with Johanna Mellis, Ursinus College
(continued)
the way. Some may see this as complaining, but I find it helpful to see other people’s challenges because it has
helped me understand the inequities and even potential dangers that exist in academia when issues are not
discussed openly (in her recent NewsNet piece about being Black in our field, Kimberly St. Varnon Julian
demonstrates this expertly). My growth as an academic has also been greatly aided by finding community when
discussing these issues with others, rather than suffering with self-doubt in isolation.
When I first applied to the UF’s PhD program in 2009, I was only admitted as a terminal Master’s student,
which at the time was crushing. When I applied again while completing my Master’s in 2012, I was accepted but
placed too low on the program’s list of admissions that I was not awarded funding at first; I did end up receiving a
3-year package (not the program’s standard 5-year one) because someone left the program and the
department gave me the leftover funding. Though now I can look back and think that these challenges helped
spur my motivation, at the time they reinforced my self-confidence issues.
Oral history and the study of people’s individual and collective memories using oral histories is still a
relatively underutilized approach in our field. Though I was greatly aided by Edit and Emese for my first interviews,
as an outsider to the country and Hungary’s small sport community it took a while for narrators to connect me with
their friends for more interviews. I also was not aware of the potential danger posed by my gender and age when I
went to interview the male athletes; though fortunately nothing terribly serious happened, the inappropriate
touches on my knees and remarks about my body during interviews continue to make me uncomfortable (I hope
to publish something on this at some point). For this reason, though conducting oral histories is one of my favorite
parts of the research process, doing them comprised some of the highest highs and lowest lows for me.
During early days of writing and presenting about my work, I struggled to juggle developing and teaching
new classes at UF and writing. The project for a while also sat sort of on the fringes of my fields, and I had many
conference presentations where I did not receive a comment or question. Looking back, I needed to trust myself
more and trust the process, in terms of just needing to grind everything out. Fortunately, there are now more and
more people doing oral history and/or the region’s sport history (beyond on the USSR and GDR) in the fields of
Sport History and at ASEEES. I also know that everything seems worth it now that I have a tenure-track job, which I
am extremely lucky and privileged to have. I very well might have a different perspective if I had not been lucky
enough to get a job.
How did you come to occupy your current position?
First, I want to acknowledge that the challenges of the post-Great Recession job market are not the same
as the Covid-era market. The near total collapse of the market this year is undoubtedly much worse than after
2008 (we will have more confirmation in the AHA’s
next report). The market never recovered after 2008
and based off a quick skim of the H-Net job board
there are only a select few jobs for modern
European history as of October 1 for this year. In
general, this is a difficult question because so much
of landing a tenure-track job is due to luck and the
existing inequities of our education system and
academia (I am a privileged white woman, after
all). I have colleagues who are just as qualified, if
not more, than I am who were forced to leave
academia because they could not get a job. In my
2 years on the job market I did not receive a single
first-round interview for a modern European position.
I was lucky to go through the two-rounds of interviews for Ursinus’s Visiting Assistant Professor position in 2018-2019.
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On Sports History and Much, Much More: An
Interview with Johanna Mellis, Ursinus College
(continued)
Ursinus is a small liberal arts college of about 1500 students outside Philadelphia with classes that are
capped at 25 students. When my department did the search for my current position in early 2019, I was very lucky
to receive an interview and subsequent job offer (to this end, if anyone on the market wants to hear about what
this process was like, I am happy to share more as it was a very difficult time mentally and led to some health
issues). Though I will never know for sure, I think that my expertise in sport history (over 45% of the College’s students
are athletes), oral history, and my flexibility in taking on new teaching fields (global history) and pedagogical risks
(with digital humanities end-of-semester projects) are some of the reasons for landing the job. There were myriad
factors beyond my control and above all it was luck and privilege.
Can you tell us something about your pedagogy and the courses you teach?
My courses are roughly split between World/Global history and Modern European history courses, with the
exception of my US-focused Oral history course. Though I had developed my Global WWI course in graduate
school and written my JSH piece about the experiences of Hungarian athlete-defectors in America, most of the
world/global history courses were new to me. The broad range of courses beyond my regional expertise has been
an interesting challenge the first few years. My History Department prides itself on using the flipped classroom
approach with little-to-no lecturing. We teach primarily through discussions and activities in order to facilitate
students’ learning of historical skills. I firmly believe in this approach now for how it gets students to do the reading
and learning, but it was an adjustment when I started there in 2018. Since starting my position and after reading L.
Dee Fink’s Creating Significant Learning Experiences, none of my classes have midterm or final exams, and almost
all of my lower-level classes have a creative final project. My close colleague and fellow HSA member Kathryn
Julian co-wrote a piece with me for the August 2020 issue of ASEEES’s NewsNet about our work to promote
innovative teaching at past conferences, where we explain more about creative final projects and other
pedagogy approaches.
I am still developing my classes—we have a unique curriculum with no standard surveys or classes based
on eras—and so far my courses range from the intro to world history (titled “Empire, Patriarchy and Race: Power
and People in World History) and sport history (GOAL!: Sport in World History), to region-specific classes like Cold
War Europe (on immigration, labor, and gender) and nationalism and memory in European history, and my oral
history class (Collecting All Voices). I moreover will be developing a course that situates the Holocaust with global
histories of colonial violence and genocide, and another class that compares authoritarianism in de- and
postcolonial contexts. I felt like I was starting to get my bearings when the pandemic hit. So though I hoped to
focus again on my research in summer 2020, instead I got more comfortable with online teaching and joined a
podcast.
Please say a few words about your activity as co-host of a podcast.
I never would have thought of being a podcaster 6 months ago. It all
started on Twitter. I joined Twitter in summer 2015 hoping to find more of an
academic community, as about half of my grad school cohort had either
graduated or left to pursue other careers. Twitter has been a fantastic place to
meet people, expand my knowledge about and beyond Central-Eastern
Europe, and share my work. I had known Nathan Kalman-Lamb, a sport
sociologist at Duke, for a year or so before spring 2020. When he and another
sociologist, Derek Silva of King’s University College, announced they were
starting a sport podcast aimed at critiquing the capitalist structure of modern
sport, I pitched an interview with them on the basis that my work illustrated an
alternative way that a society might treat its athletes in post-1956 Hungary.
After a great interview with them, they invited me to join them on the podcast
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to interview athletes, journalists, and fellow scholars about the different ways that sports can be harmful to people.
I joined The End of Sport in June 2020 and it’s been an amazing whirlwind of interviews with people ranging from
great sport scholars like Kevin Dawson and Samantha White, to NY Times and WaPo journalists and athletes who
have been willing to talk about their harmful experiences in sports and advocacy efforts to improve it. In summer
2020 we also co-wrote 4 public pieces, mostly focusing on the inhumane push to coerce predominantly Black
football players back to the field, but also about the sport media’s industry’s efforts to veil the US gymnastics’
community’s complicity in the abuse scandals. The podcast has been a really rewarding way to expand and
share my expertise on contemporary issues in ways that we hope will change athletes’ conditions for the better. I
never would have imagined that working on Central-Eastern Europe would lead me to this point, but I am
humbled and thrilled by it.
What is something that you wish you had known in graduate school?
I wish I had had more confidence in myself as a scholar in graduate school and shown myself more
kindness. I think that there is value in critiquing oneself to expand one’s research and teaching skills and
perspectives, to grow and avoid becoming overconfident. But I think if I’d been easier on myself and trusted my
ideas more, I could have focused more on the work and less on the worries about the work (if that makes sense).
Relatedly, I wish I’d trusted my strengths a bit more. One of my lifelong strengths has been to tackle my
weaknesses in order to make them stronger, whether it be swimming backstroke sets with the backstrokers or
taking a graduate DH class during the writing stage when I am decidedly not computer savvy. Though of course
hindsight is 20-20, if I’d felt more confident in my core strengths and trusted myself, the process could have been
less tortuous at times.
What is next for you?
In the spirit of being kind to myself in the pandemic, I’ve tried to set realistic goals for the next few years. My
article about the impact of the 1956 athlete-defections on the Hungarian sport community in Contemporary
European History came out in early 2020 which I am excited about. I hope to submit my book proposal sometime
next summer, since it does not look like doing research internationally will be feasible yet. I have some ideas for an
article on sport, labor, and race, as well as one about sexual harassment in oral history. But these are vague at the
moment as I get my bearings with teaching and focus on my health. My next project will be about sporting
migration during the Cold War, building off my JSH article to examine experiences of Eastern Bloc athletedefectors globally when they left Eastern Europe. I am also starting to plan an oral history project with Emese Ivan
to interview her women’s basketball team at the Közpönti Sportiskola in late socialism. It will be the first interview
collection of a full team in the Eastern Bloc. The podcast has also gotten me interested in the issue of sexual abuse
and harassment in sport, and it’d be great to write something about it at some point.

DRMH Online
I am pleased to announce that the five volumes of medieval Hungarian laws, including the Triparitum of Werbőczy,
the bi-lingual DRMH, published between 1989 and 2013 is now available in PDF format online for free under the title
Online Decreta Regni Mediaevalis Hungariae: The Laws of the Medieval Kingdom of Hungary at this link:
https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/lib_mono/4/. Featuring updates with references to more recent publications, this
online edition has been reformatted for ease of use. Annotations, formerly running separately at the end of
volumes, have been converted into traditional footnotes, and every law can be conveniently studied individually
as bibliographical references are always provided in full. Technical and financial limitations did not allow us to
establish hyperlinks to quoted passages in previous legislation or provide similar advantages of digitized
publications, but any good browsing machine can manage that. For inquiries and possible complaints I am still
available as the last survivor of the original editorial team, wishing good reading to everyone interested in the legal
development of the Kingdom of Hungary. -János M. Bak (bakjm@ceu.edu)

Do you have news for the HSA Newsletter? Are you interested in writing a feature
article about your teaching, research, or some other aspect of your involvement
with Hungarian Studies? If so, please notify Mark Trotter at martrott@indiana.
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